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At Risk Plant: Blue Cohosh (seedling)
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Finding appreciation for
prolif ic plants. 

Celebrate the beginning of
spring!

SPRING EQUINOX INVASIVE PLANTS
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MEET EVELYN & ESTHER
THE LION'S TOOTH FOUNDERS

We are a sister-In-law team so excited to be
bringing our skills together to create this beautiful
program. Evelyn is a community Herbalist; Esther
is a photographer, both educators at heart. Our
passion for the Earth, the Plants and the Sun,
combined with our daily practice of bringing our
own children outside to build their relationship
with the natural world is all bundled up into this
12 month course.   

OUR MISSION 
 

Share the beauty and wonders nature provides
 

Establish meaningful relationships between humans and plants
 

Awaken our embedded instincts to nurture and heal our body,
our mind, and our wonderful Earth.

We are both of European descent, and we share a majority of European
traditions while inviting you to connect with your own roots.

We would like to acknowledge that we are settlers living on traditional
territories of the Erie, Neutral, Huron Wendat, Haudenosaunee,
Mississaugas and the Anishinabewaki. We thank the Indigenous and First
Nations People who cared for this land before us.  

To show our respect for those who came before us, we care for and
respect this land, we teach our children and continue to share this
knowledge so that the earth with remain a safe home for all plants,
animals, insects and people.  
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The Lion's Tooth is available in downloadable pdf. and Print  
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www.Thelionstooth.ca
Thelionstooth.ca@gmail.com

@Thelionstooth.ca

Share Your
Journey
With Us!

We Love 
Questions!



THE
LION 'S
TOOTH
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The Lion's Tooth is another name
for our wonderful plant friend,

the Dandelion, named after
its leaves, which look similar to a

lion's pointy tooth. 
 
 

Dandelions are strong, resilient,
courageous and innovative. 

Yet because they are so
"common" their many powers are

greatly underestimated and
undervalued.

 
 

Be the Dandelion!  
 Find your way through the

cracks! Don't let anyone take
away your bright shining

enthusiasm, and unconditionally
offer your help to heal the

planet. 





WELCOME

G r e e t i n g s  a n d  w e l c o m e  t o  t h e  L i o n ' s  T o o t h  
A  j o u r n e y  c e l e b r a t i n g  t h e  w h e e l  o f  t h e  y e a r
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This book is one of twelve. Every
month, I invite you to (re-) connect
with Plants, the Earth, and the Sun.
Together we will become one with
the rhythm of the seasons.

This course is created for
individuals of any age seeking to
connect with our Mother Earth and
the cycle of the sun. I sometimes
refer to 'child and adult' in this text,
but please know that all are
welcome to participate, and
activities are beneficial for
everyone. 

We have non-materialistic goals. It
is our mission to equip you with
ideas for how to maximize your
experience with minimal
materials. Should you need
supplies throughout this course,
we suggest looking for used items
at local thrift stores.

In nature can we find countless
opportunities to be creative,
explore, take risks, discover,
question, make hypotheses,
nurture our inner spirit and
cultivate a feeling of belonging.

I am confident that the more we
connect with, and learn about the
Plants, the Earth and the Sun, the
more we become stronger
advocates and role models for an
eco-friendly style of life and
living.

Much love,
Evelyn 

The activities are oriented on the
northern hemisphere’s wheel of the
year. There will be a strong reliance 
 on plants, herbs, and the sun, while
inviting you to connect to your own
ancestors' rituals and traditions. 
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You might be surprised to find
a family member, friend or
neighbour who is
knowledgeable on a subject
you are just discovering. Share
what you are up to, ask for
help, and ideas. 
Let this be an opportunity to
connect with those who
would love to share their
passion with you.

We encourage you use the
activities provided as a starting
point, as inspiration and to
provoke thought. Feel free to
build on each project and
make it your own. Rather than
sticking to the introduced
activities as a step-by-step
program, include all your ideas
and interests, and the
possibilities are endless!  We recommend that you and/or

your child keep a nature journal.
Record notes, observations,
questions, sketches, and ideas
as you go. 

Journaling opens the doors to
practice reading, writing, focus,
and other academical skills for
the young ones. While it also acts
as a tool to express and process
the memories and emotions on
our journey. 

A FEW
NOTES TO
GET YOU
STARTED

NATURE JOURNAL

CONNECTION

Family and Herbal Elders have
passed down the Lion's Tooth
teachings to us. Keep your Lion's
Tooth close at hand and build
upon the lessons year after year
until it becomes your lifestyle.
Then hand down your knowledge
and these booklets to the next
generation of knowledge
seekers. 

KEEPSAKE
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Find a small space in your
house to become your spot
for bringing nature into
your home. This could be on
top of a cupboard, a small
empty spot on a bookshelf or
even a small table. Reserve
this space to showcase your
makings, honour nature and
nature's gifts or to observe
certain findings. Think of this
as your "nature altar".

Most projects can be easily
implemented with basic
household supplies. For
outdoor adventures, it is
always a good idea to have a
plant ID book, a pair of
binoculars and a good
magnifying glass on hand.

When we invite you to plant seeds
or grow plants or perhaps even a
tree, please always be sure to
only grow native species. Do
your research to learn more about
native species in your area. 

NATURE ALTAR

ANCESTRY

SUPPLIES

NATIVE SPECIES

SHARE WITH US!

We would love to see your
outings, projects and adventures.
Don't forget to tag us online        
@thelionstooth.ca
#thelionstooth.ca

Let's set our focus on the
experience and not get distracted
by perfectionism. 

 HAVE FUN!!!

In several activities, we encourage
you to learn about your ancestors.
Though this may not be an easy
task, digging deep into your family
lineage will allow you to connect 
 with the seasons and rituals to
match your very own roots and
history. When we talk about
ancestors and ancestral
knowledge, we'd like to
emphasize that you come from a
lineage unique to you. It is not
our intention to appropriate
another culture, but rather
connect with our own. You might
explore the question of how long
ago your ancestors settled on the
land you find yourself now. 



NATURE DOES NOT HURRY;
YET, EVERYTHING IS

ACCOMPLISHED 
 

-LAO TZU
 



CONTENTS

LITTLE APOTHECARY

HARVESTING 
GUIDELINES

CONTRIBUTOR

Pages 4-6 and 36-37

are the fundamentals

of this program and

should be reviewed on

a regular basis. You

can find them in every

issue. 
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TEAS

WILDCRAFT

GROW YOURSELF

EAT FRESH OR COOKED

TINCTURE

How to Use Plants
Look for these symbols as we introduce you to new plants. 

Collect this herb for drying and storing.  

This herb is commonly found growing in the wild. 

This herb is easy to grow in your home garden. 

This herb is delicious and nutritious. 

This herb preserves well in Tincture. 

PRESERVE
Great for Salves, Oils, Vinegar or Honey  



THE WHEEL OF THE YEAR
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As the earth travels around the sun, the calendar marks the
transition of one season to the next.  

The wheel is divided into four equinoxes: 
Spring and Fall Equinox when daylight and darkness is equal. 

Summer and Winter Solstice when light is greatest or least.

SUMMER SOLSTICE
JUNE 20 - 23

WINTER SOLSTICE
DECEMBER 20 - 23

AUTUMN 
EQUINOX

SEPT 20-23

SPRING 
EQUINOX
MARCH
20-23

A NORTHERN HEMISPHERE SEASONAL CALENDAR 



Looking at our wheel of the year, we
can see that we have reached the
point where hours of daylight and
darkness are equal. Spring equinox is
here. From this day forward, sunlight
overpowers darkness and our days are
getting noticeably longer again
(Ahhhh, Sigh of Relief!).

Living in North America, Maple syrup
season is here. Although celebrated in
a variety of ways within the settler
communities, from our native friends,
we've learned that the last moon
before springtime is lovingly called the
Sugar Moon, a symbol of new
beginnings, and the start of maple sap
production.   

SPRING EQUINOX
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One of four Sun festivals in the wheel of the year.
Approximately March 19, 20, 21

Spring is the time of new beginnings.
It's the perfect time to set your
intentions for abundance and
prosperity. Positive intentions and
thoughts, set at the rebirth of the sun
(Feb 2nd) are now brought into action.
The cold winds turn warm, the sun’s
rays warm the soil, plants are starting
to grow, and tree buds are bursting.

As you notice the budding growth of
spring, investigate the customs of your
ancestors; perhaps you can re-live
their Spring Equinox celebrations. 

WHEEL OF THE YEAR



For any of the sun festivals, it's
always a wonderful ritual to
celebrate with an outdoors
bonfire. Pack up a lunch and
enjoy it outside – grill your food
over the open fire, sing folkloric
songs, play your instruments if
you have some. Wake up spring!

So many of our modern 
 Western traditions are
adaptations of early
celebrations of the sun. Learn
about the Sugar Moon, research  
why Easter is celebrated with a
bunny and eggs, find out where
the celebration of Ostara comes
from. 

Look for signs of spring; find
snowdrops, hear the birds sing,
inspect the swollen tree buds.
 
Play a game of eye-spy or
spring scavenger hunt to spot
all the different kinds of buds
beginning to form. 
 
Adopt a seedling close to home
and keep watch as it grows into
plant (pg16).

Bring spring into your home;
decorate your nature altar
with all the beautiful and
special things you find on
your nature walks. Purchase
some potted and locally
grown tulips or daffodils, or
make a tree bud bouquet and
decorate it with coloured
eggs.

CELEBRATE THE SPRING EQUINOX

BONFIRE LEARN

SIGNS OF SPRING

NATURE ALTAR
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Approximately March 19, 20, 21

FAIRY DOOR 
Building and decorating fairy
doors is easy as pie (pg.31). The
effect it has on kids and adults
alike is priceless. When my son
came upon a fairy door for the
first time, he was joyfully
enchanted by its magic. A tiny
door richly decorated with
beautiful little rocks and gems. 
Nearby, we spotted a piece of
rolled-up birch bark -
undoubtingly a fairy scroll!
Unrolling it, my son 'read' the
imaginary fairy scroll: "Thank you
for walking gently in my forest,
please don't be too upset with all
the pesky mosquitos. PS. the boy
with the long blond hair is part
fairy!" 
My son, the boy with the long
blond hair, beamed with delight! 

We've since placed fairy doors
creatively on our property, and
we invite the kids to leave little
gifts for the fairies, visit them,
and inquire when in need - sitting
quietly beside the fairy door, a
fairy just may whisper a solution
or an idea into your thoughts. 
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Soon, leaves will be reappearing on the trees and the bare days of winter will
be over (YAY!). While we wait, let’s have a look at tree buds. 

 
As the temperatures slowly rise, watch the buds change. With the saps rising,
trees are packing all their life's energy into their buds. They will swell up and
get bigger. Have a look; week after week they will grow.

TREE BUDS
With spring approaching, tree buds swell up and prepare

for their big reveal

A LITTLE INFO ON TREE BUDS

Teardrop shaped, found shooting out the ends and along the otherwise
bare branches of deciduous trees.  Also found at the tip of coniferous
trees, tree buds are not only undeveloped leaves or needles, and in some
cases blossoms, they also supply the tree with it's new branch growth.

While it often seems as though trees form their buds in the early spring,
buds are formed when the trees have lots of solar energy to make food,
which is usually during the summer months. Since then, they have been
patiently waiting in dormancy (sleeping and not growing or changing). 

As the weather starts to warm up and the strength of the sun increases,
tree buds begin to swell up and ready themselves for the big reveal. 





Pussy Willow
 (Salix discolor)

Spruce
(Picea spp.)

Sugar Maple
(Acer Saccharum)

American Basswood
(Tilia americana)

Elderberry
(Sambucus Nigra)

Paper Birch
(Betual alba)

Apple 
(Malus spp.)

Common Lilac
(Syringa vulgaris)

NEXT STEPS
 

Trees have bud shapes unique to their species. Try
identifying a tree by having a close look at its buds. My
children and I had a lot of fun doing this when we were

out identifying Sugar Maples that could be tapped.
They got really got at it in no time.

 
Select a nearby budding tree for the Adopt a Plant

activity on the next page. 
 

Make a scavenger hunt. With the help of your Plant ID
book, set out and try to find at least one of each

common tree pictured above. If you find more, learn
about the special features the buds show and identify

the tree on your own.
 

Cut a few branches and bring them home. Pussy
willows make especially wonderful decorations.

15



ADOPT A PLANT
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You'll need to get to know your plant to
understand its wants and needs. 
Just like humans and animals, plants are
more than their good looks, try to connect
with your plant on the heart level. Take the
time to talk to the plant. Close your eyes,
breathe evenly, and introduce yourself,
speak aloud or (if that feels a bit odd) begin
silently, in your thoughts. Communicate
your intentions of adopting it for the
season, and invite your plant to reveal it's
needs to you. Does this seem strange? No
worries, we will talk more about this on
pg.37 Reciprocity.

Once you found a perfect spot watch for
greens to pop out of the ground. Go visit
for a few days or even a week or two,
before deciding which plant you will
journey with. The plant may even choose
you if you're able to listen closely. Is a
certain plant demanding your special
attention? Are you drawn back to a certain
plant several times? Those are your cues.
Follow them. 

With this activity, we invite you to watch a plant for the duration of its
growth cycle. Bring along a child, and better yet, bring along your

childlike wonder! 

FIND A PLACE

GET TO KNOW YOUR PLANT

CHOOSE A PLANT

Take a little walk through your garden or
neighbourhood park, someplace close to
your home so it is easy for you to
frequently visit. Find a spot that is
protected and where plants are allowed to
grow wild. We wouldn’t want anyone pulling
or spraying your plant. The plant could be
located right by your sit spot (November
activity).



       

DEEEPER CONNECTION 
If you're committed to getting to know your plant, we encourage you
to push your understanding of what a plant can provide: (with
permission from an adult who has done the necessary research),
taste the plant. Nibble on a leaf. 
Notice how it makes your body feel. You may need to sit really
quietly, with closed eyes to feel a slight change in your body. You
might feel a sensation 'go up' towards your head, or perhaps you
feel it 'go down' to your chest. And, if you really listen to your body,
notice how it might impact your thoughts, mind, or spirit. (Check our
plant spirit activity in July)

Keep regular notes in
your nature journal.
 
Draw a sketch or take a photo
at least once a week to record
changes and growth. 

Note changes in its
appearance or any bugs or
animals that may feed on it. 

Record your plant's
communication with you and  
any feelings you had while
visiting the plant. 
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Color and size of the leaves – did
it change and if so, how?
Size of the plant
Can you spot thorns? What do you
think those thorns are telling us?
Does it look like anyone is eating
the plant?
Does it grow flowers or fruits? 
Record details (Color, when does
it open or close – or do they stay
open day and night? How many
petals? How are they arranged?)
How does its appearance change
with the seasons?
Does it prefer shade or sun?
Does it go dormant in winter?
How does it reproduce/
propagate? 
What is the texture of the leaves?
Extend your view. What grows
around the area? What plants are
growing beside it? 
Is the plant edible?

 NOTE ON THE FOLLOWING

RECORD YOUR FINDINGS
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Garlic mustard is an edible herb 
 brought from Europe to North
America around 200 years ago.
It's not fussy about its growing
conditions and literally pops up
anywhere. For this, and perhaps
a few other reasons, Garlic
Mustard and other non-fussy
growers have earned the title,
'invasive'.

MEET A PLANT

Leaves: 
Garlic mustard start out with
kidney shaped leaves with
scalloped edges that grow in
dense clusters close to the
ground. They release a garlicy
aroma when crushed. As they
grow taller, the leaves get more
triangular with sharply toothed
edges. 

Flowers: The flowers are
small and white with four
petals. Garlic mustard starts
blooming around May,
followed by the narrow seed
pods.

GARLIC
MUSTARD
(Alaria petiolara)

Look for this very
nutritious plant as soon
as the snow has melted. 

Edible: Garlic Mustard is even
more nutritious than spinach,
turnips or kale. The leaves
taste best when young. Later
on, they tend to get quite
bitter. Add your harvested and
washed Garlic Mustard to spice
dips, salads, sauces or stir
fries. 
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We know invasive species as non-
native plants that are able to
establish themselves almost
anywhere, grow quickly and spread
to the point of disrupting plant
communities or ecosystems.

While this is one way of looking at
non-native plants that have an
affinity for overgrowth, here we'd
like to present another perspective:
Trust Mother Nature!

When talking about 'invasive'
species, I remind myself that
Mother Nature always has a plan in
mind. 

Much of the natural habitat of
native plants have been invaded by
human hands. As humans move
through an environment, they leave
disturbed soil in their wake. Most
native plants cannot thrive in this
kind of disturbed soil. This is where
the invasive plants, or as we'll now
call them, prolific plants, usually
come in.

Any gardener can confirm that
nature doesn't like soil to be bare. 
 In his book, Invasive Plant Medicine:
The Ecological Benefits and Healing
abilities of Invasives, Timothy Lee
Scott writes that prolific plants can
help prepare the soil for 

PROLIFIC PLANTS 
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Invastive plants have a bad reputation. Time for a makeover. 

native plants by keeping it moist
and less compressed. Therefore,
oftentimes, prolific plants will thrive
for two or three decades and (if left
alone) eventually help restore the
ecosystem to naturally invite our
native species back. 

While it is important to keep an eye
on a healthy and balanced native
ecosystem, we  invite you to shift
your thinking. Instead of declaring
'war on the invasive', accept  these
plants as a gift from mother nature,
not only to help balance and
restore but also to feed and nourish
us. Yes - feed and nourish us! Many
prolific plants are able to feed large
numbers of people, willing and
grateful for their presence. Learn
about, and try the delicious invasive
superfood Autumn olive (Elaeagnus
umbellata), which can be eaten raw,
is full of vitamins, healthy fats,
minerals, and antioxidants. Add the
juicy and plump leaves of Purslane
(Pg.20) to your summer salad,
offering you a great source of
healthy Omega 3's and potent
betalain alkaloid antioxidants. 

We can choose to wage war on
prolific plants, assuming we know
best. For us, we prefer to follow and
trust Mother Nature's lead. 



Wild greens are best enjoyed in their juicy and tender spring state. If
you are new to adding wild greens to your diet, we recommend you
do it in stages. Rather than preparing a full wild greens salad, make it
2/3 of your regular greens and 1/3 of wild greens. Adjust this ratio as
your body adjusts to the tart and aromatic tastes of wilderness. Set
out mid-spring, to explore the wild greens in your backyard or park.
You. may even like to adopt  one! (pg.16).

Purslane (Portulaca oleracea): Juicy succulent, small but thick
leaves with lemony flavour. Small, yellow flowers appear later on
in the leaf rosettes. Stems are slightly red, a sign of the potent
antioxidant betalain alkaloids which are also found in beets. A
rich source of Omega 3 fatty acids, Vitamin C, magnesium, and
potassium. Wash and eat all aerial parts, including the stems.
Delicious to eat fresh in any salad or added to your smoothie. 

Wood Sorrell (Oxalis): With hundreds of species, Wood Sorrell
can be found growing wild and in abundance. The sour heart-
shaped leaves are often mistaken as those of clover. Each leaf is
composed of 3 heart-shaped small leaves. The plant contains
elongated seed pots and yellow flowers. Rich in vitamin C,  this
garden gem can be added to soups, smoothies, salads, or any
other dish requiring a green with tang. Note: Just like spinach,
wood sorrel contains oxalic acid and should be eaten in
moderation.

Lambs quarters (Chenopodium album): Also called 'wild
spinach', Lamb's quarter is a mild-tasting wild green high in
Vitamin C, Vitamin A, and Calcium. Upright standing, it can reach
between 1-3 feet and has green, somewhat diamond-shaped
leaves with a silvery-white underside. Use Lamb's quarters as
you would spinach, and just like spinach, eat it in moderation
(oxalic acid-containing vegetables, when used in excess, can
interfere with nutrient absorption - talk to your doctor if you
have a kidney condition. 

More Prolific Wild Edible Greens in your Backyard

 Wild Greens for your Wild Kitchen
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Ground Elder (Aegopodium podagraria): Most people cringe
when I tell them about Ground Elder - a noxious weed, most call
it. However, it's also edible and offers itself so prolifically that
we just have to make use of it. As a member of the carrot family,
when crushed between the fingers, Ground Elder has a similar
aroma to that of Parsley. The pointy oval leaves are serrated and
come in groups of three. The top leaves are 3 singles, with the
bottom leaves showing a distinct feature: they are split into one
larger and one smaller leaf. The cut stem looks like a little
triangle with an indentation. As mentioned above, Ground Elder
is a member of the Carrot family, meaning it does have some
toxic cousins. Not to worry, the identification features are quite
distinct, but, as always, use your plant ID book to double-check.
Ground Elder is a local superfood that tops most store-bought
greens in its nutritional value by miles. Use the young leaves
before the flowers appear (resembling elderflowers), and keep
your patch short for a harvest all season long. Eat Ground Elder
raw or cooked, add it to your salad, into your smoothies, juices,
stir-fries, spreads, dips, and wherever else you would use
flavorful greens. 

Other wild greens found throughout the
Lion's Tooth year that can be added to
your backyard kitchen recipes.
 
Nettle (May issue)
Chickweed (May issue)
Dandelion (April issue)
Violet (April issue)
Plantain (May issue)
Mallow (December issue)
Chicory (September issue)
Garlic Mustard (this issue)

Ground Ivy (Glechoma hederacea): Another prolific grower and
member of the mint family, Ground Ivy has purple-lipped flowers
and kidney-shaped leaves with scalloped edges. While the
flowers are mild tasting and can be used to decorate your salad
or sandwich, use the leaves as you would a spice. Add finely
chopped Ground Ivy as special nuance to sauces, soups,
spreads, or pestos. German Herbalist Ursel Buerhing
recommends dipping the aromatic leaves in chocolate and
refrigerating - a yummy mint chocolate snack. 

Before eating wild

greens,  use your plant

ID book to identify

properly. 
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BACKYARD PESTO
 

3 cups wild greens (we recommend using a
blend of Garlic Mustard, Stinging Nettle,

Chickweed and Ground Elder) 
1 tbsp garlic mustard roots

4-5 cloves of garlic
1 cup asiago or parmesan cheese

1 cup extra virgin olive oil
1 cup pine nuts (I used pecans)

Salt and pepper to taste
 

Blend all the ingredients and enjoy on
bread, with pasta, rice.

Leftovers can be refrigerated or frozen.

 

FORAGER'S VEGGIE DIP
 

2 cups chopped wild greens (we recommend a blend of
Dandelion greens, Lambs quarters, Chickweed and Garlic

Mustard)
3 dried Tomatoes

2-3 Olives
1 Tbsp pine nuts (or other)

Salt and Pepper
a few tbsp Olive oil
1 cup cream cheese
1/2 cup sour cream 

 
Blend all ingredients to desired consistency and use as dip for
vegetables or a yummy spread on your bread. Leftovers can be

refrigerated. 
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FOOD AS MEDICINE

USING WILD GREENS IN YOUR KITCHEN
For wild greens, choose a blend of tender and young wild greens that you

can find in your area. Nibble on them to decide how much of each you
would like to add. 



BAVARIAN POTATO CHEESE
 

Although its name tells us differently, there is actually no
cheese in here—just an old-time recipe, turning simple
ingredients into a delightful culinary delicatessen. It is
similar to a potato salad, with an added twist of wild

greens. 
 

3 medium-sized potatoes (cooked, mashed, and cooled)
3/4 cup sour cream

3/4 cup finely chopped wild greens (we recommend a
blend of Chickweed, Plantain, and Dandelion greens,

Ground Elder, and a tiny bit of Wood Sorrell- if you like
to add a little juiciness, add a small amount of

Purselane)
1 small onion (sautéed in butter or oil)

1 chopped radish
Salt and Pepper to taste

1 tsp. of your favourite Mustard 
 

Blend all ingredients by hand until well combined and
enjoy as spread on your favorite bread (tastes fantastic
on our Sourdough loaf (February issue) or with a fresh

Pretzel (August issue).

 

SUMMER ROLLS
 

Ok, we hear you. It is only March. However, this recipe is a perfect fit for
wild greens. Once you have gained some confidence in your plant

identification (like those of violets, dandelions, borage flowers, wild rose,
calendula, and sunflower petals), partake in a foraging walk to harvest wild

greens and edible flowers. Along with a few staple vegetables, roll them
into rice paper and serve this beautiful treat along with your favorite dip.

 
Get creative, and fill the rolls however you desire. 

 
1/2 part - choice or blend of chopped cucumbers, carrots, radishes,

avocados, salad greens, and red cabbage - and if in season, add some
thinly sliced strawberries, apples, and blueberries.

1/2 part finely chopped wild greens
Rice paper

Edible flowers/petals 
 

Arrange the flowers at the bottom of your hydrated rice paper and fill it
with the above suggestions as desired. Roll it up tightly and serve with your

favorite dipping sauce. 
23



NETTLE SOUP
 

Nettle is an excellent nutritious wild food to add to
any recipe. When a recipe calls for cooked spinach, I

replace it with young nettle shots. Nettle lasagna,
Nettle sauce, Nettle dip, Creamed Nettle, Nettle

quiche or frittata, Homemade Nettle pasta or
gnocchi, Nettle filled crepes, Cheesy Nettle

quesadilla... you get the idea. 
 

Try this yummy Nettle soup by following our Soup
101 in The Lion's Tooth September issue. In soup,

Nettle combines really well with potatoes. My
measurement usually goes like this: 

 
Use as many raw nettles as you can stuff into your
cooking pot. Wash and roughly chop them, gently
sautee your onion, and add the nettles. Now add
potatoes to fill the remainder of the pot before

topping with water. Cook until the potatoes are soft.
Then, flavor and spice with your homemade bouillon
also found in our September issue, and add herbs of

your choice. Blend or mash to your desired
consistency. 
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Sautéed Garlic Mustard 

To
pped with Lion's Tooth Dressing (See August) 



Early spring is the prime season for Wild Leek (Allium
tricoccum). The tender aromatic green leaves will be one of the
only green plants popping through the ground in the forest
along with garlic mustard. Wild leek (sometimes called Ramps
or Wild Garlic) is native to North America and unfortunately,
due to over-harvesting, has recently been added to the “at-risk”
list at United Plant Savers.

Wild Leek takes 7 years of growth before it can flower and
produce seeds, which then only develop into plants in ideal
spring conditions. On account of being such a slow grower, Wild
Leeks are at risk of losing entire populations not only due to
over-harvesting but also as an effect of habitat loss. If you come
across a patch of Wild leeks, admire them, DO NOT PICK, send
them your well wishes, and move on. Also, educate your friends,
families, co-workers, and teachers about this popular, yet at-
risk spring green. 

If you really feel like you absolutely need some wild leek, and IF
you have access to an area with an abundance of wild leek, be
sure to harvest ethically by removing only one leaf per plant
and never dig out the bulb. 

Please study our Harvesting Guidelines and learn about
endangered and at-risk plants at United Plant Savers. 

WILD LEEK (AND OTHER ENDANGERED PLANTS)
After diving into the world of prolific plants, let's have a

look at plants that are currently endangered.
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 RECIPROCITY 
RE-INTRODUCE THREATENED SPECIES

 
Many Herbalists and Plant enthusiasts have made it their

mission to reintroduce and protect threatened plant species.
Plant sanctuaries can be found all over the country, as one

example of these renewal efforts.
 

Become familiar with native plants in your area and re-
introduce threatened species. This could be planting wild leek

in a forest dominated by birch, sugar maple, and poplar. Or the
endangered American Ginseng in a sugar maple bush close to

where some of his companions can be found (Trillium,
Bloodroot, Black Cohosh). 

 
While in most northern temperate zones March might be a little

early to plant, it does take time to prepare and find the right
seeds and plants. You can use this time to do some research
and see if you have a space that has ideal growing conditions

for an at-risk plant. 
 
 

To-do list:
 

 
United Plant Savers (UpS) is a nonprofit organization, 

dedicated to the conservation and cultivation of 
endangered and native medicinal plants.

 
 Support their efforts by becoming a member at

unitedplantsavers.com 
 

For every Lion's Tooth subscription sold, we donate $5 to UpS 

Learn about endangered native plants
Choose one or more plants you want to reintroduce
Learn about their preferred habitat, time to plant and
growing conditions. 
Find the right location and/ or connect with people who
may have that location available
Find seeds or seedlings from local native plant nurseries
Plant, Tend, Care and Share 
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AT RISK
PLANTS

T H E  P L A N T S  C U R R E N T L Y  O N  T H E  ' A T  R I S K '  L I S T  A R E :

Sandalwood – Santalum spp.
Kava – Piper methysticum 
American Ginseng – Panax quinquefolius 
Venus Fly Trap – Dionaea muscipula
Sundew – Drosera spp. 
Maidenhair Fern – Adiantum pedatum 
Cascara Sagrada – Frangula purshiana 
Squirrel Corn – Dicentra canadensis 
Goldenseal – Hydrastis canadensis
Lady’s Slipper Orchid – Cypripedium spp. 
Ramps - Allium tricoccum (recently added) 
Lomatium – Lomatium dissectum 
False Unicorn Root – Chamaelirium luteum 
Peyote – Lophophora williamsii 
Stream Orchid – Epipactis gigantea 
White Sage – Salvia apiana
Osha – Ligusticum porteri 
Bloodroot – Sanguinaria canadensis
Virginia Dutchman's Pipe – Aristolochia sp.
Trillium, Beth Root - Trillium spp. 
True Unicorn Root – Aletris farinosa 
Blue Cohosh – Caulophyllum thalictroides 
Echinacea – Echinacea spp. 
Elephant Tree – Bursera microphylla 
Wild Indigo – Baptisia tinctoria 
Butterfly Weed – Asclepias tuberosa 
Stone Root – Collinsonia canadensis 
Wild Yam – Dioscorea villosa 
Yerba Mansa – Anemopsis californica 
Black Cohosh – Actaea racemosa 
Eyebright – Euphrasia spp. 
Pipsissewa – Chimaphila umbellata 
Chaparro – Castela emoryi 
Pink Root – Spigelia marilandica 
Mayapple – Podophyllum peltatum 
Slippery Elm – Ulmus rubra 
Lobelia – Lobelia inflata
Arnica – Arnica spp.
Gentian – Gentiana spp.
Goldthread – Coptis spp.
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A Herbarium is a collection of pressed plant specimens that are
fixed onto a piece of paper.  

Herbarium
Collecting and Preserving Plant specimens

A herbarium was, and is, an important plant collection to pass on
your own gathered knowledge. Yes, we can find a lot of
information on the internet and in great books, but just imagine
how amazing it would be to receive a herbarium passed down from
your ancestors, revealing the ways they used plants in their lives.
Let's start your family Herbarium today!

The creative aspect of this project may be appealing or might make
you anxious. These pages can be as simple as plants glued onto
white paper, or you might enjoy extending your creativity to make
it a piece of art. 

You may not think as yourself of an artist, but the plants' beauty
and your curious, inspired, and open mind will turn every
herbarium into a piece of beautifully collected wisdom for your
family to keep, add and expand on.

Specimen
List the plant's name
Location collected
How you like to use it 

To Include:

LITTTLE APOTHECARY
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PRESSING YOUR PLANTS:
To press your plants in a
book press, place your
specimen between two
sheets of paper towels and
lay it flat in a book. Place a
heavy stack of books on top
of it and let it sit for about a
week or so. After that,
carefully remove the paper
towels from your plant. 

Plant specimens (NEVER
COLLECT WILDCRAFTED
ENDANGERED PLANTS)
Pick undamaged
specimens by following
our Harvesting and
reciprocity guidelines)
Paper, Scrapbook, or a
blank book (It is up to
you if you prefer lined or
no lines) Some might
even choose to use their
nature journal. 
Transparent adhesive of
your choice 
Pencils
Plant press (This can be
as easy as a stack of
heavy books)

WHAT YOU'LL NEED

.

MOUNT THE PLANT:
Use your transparent
covering to attach the plant
to the page. 

SOME DETAILS YOU COULD ADD TO
YOUR HERBARIUM:
Common & Botanical Names - It's very
important that you add both the
common name and Latin name. Many
plants carry the same common name
and often differ from region to region.
The Latin name is more consistent and
reliable.

Plant Family - Every plant belongs to a
family. Plant families have similar
features. Check your field guide to see
which family your plant belongs to.

Habitat - Where does the plant prefer
to grow and which conditions does it
favour?

Leaf - describe the shape of the leaves
and if they are opposite or alternate

Stem - Look, feel, size.

Flower - Colour and shape of the flower

Date collected - Date and Time 

Place collected - Where? Wild or
cultivated? Weather conditions?

START YOUR OWN

Herbarium
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NEXT STEPS
 

So many plants will be making their return
very soon. Gather materials while we're less

'busy' in nature. Plan to gather, press and
add plants every month.

 
Frame your plant specimens to hang on

your walls at home. 
 

DIY pressed plant bookmarks:
Cut a nice piece of card stock to size, fasten
your plant specimen on it, add a decorative

ribbon. Makes a wonderful teacher gift. 
 

Invite your friends or family for a
"herbarium party". Send out an invitation
explaining the purpose of a Herbarium.
Have them collect and press their plant

specimen ahead of time and do the gluing
and decorating with each other's company. 
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Aged wood door cut

to size, embossed

with screwdriver.

Topped with a tree

mushroom cap. 

Fairy doors can be placed anywhere in your garden or balcony. They make
a lovely gift and can connect you to the magical world of fairies and

gnomes. 

FAIRY DOORS
A DOORWAY THAT SPARKS IMAGINATION.

Gather nature materials
and let your imagination
and creativity take over.
Acorn caps make super
cute door handles,
branches make a beautiful
door frame, and moss
adds a rustic finish. 

Fairy doors are always
unique, and I would hate
to limit your imagination
to a list of instructions.
Instead, I'll share how I
chose to build mine. 

I cut an aged piece of
wood that I found in the
shed and added
embossed lines with a
screwdriver. The door
frame is made of narrow
strips of bark that I broke
off a fallen log and glue
gunned to the door. 
I found an old mosaic tile
which was a perfect
decoration for the door.
The ladder is made of
twigs with blue yarn and
the canopy above the
door is a mushroom top.
The window is glass from
a tiny picture frame I
found at the thrift store,
and I made the curtains
from scrap fabric.

CRAFT
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SUGAR MAPLE
(Acer saccharum and spp.)

1332

While you'll need to collect a lot of sap to make any amount of maple
syrup, you won’t need to collect much to taste its sweet sap and
experience the tree-tapping process. As an alternative to syrup, bring
some of the sap to a boil and use it as tea water. 

Maple species, like Red, Black, or Silver Maple can all be tapped for sap
and syrup. However, known for having the sweetest sap, Sugar Maples give
us the syrup we all know and love. 

Once you've identified a Sugar Maple (see image on pg.14) break off a
small maple branch and suck on the end! Also, give the buds a little nibble.
They are edible all winter long. 

Maple season starts when the temperatures during the day are above 0°C 
 and below 0°C at night. During the day, when temperatures rise above 0,
the sap flows up and down within the tree. The sap is full of rich nutrients
and minerals, feeding every branch, and preparing the buds to open in
spring. 

Larger trees don't mind sharing a little of this energy-rich water, which we
can drink straight from the tree, or boil into syrup. The stem of the tree
should be at least 10 inches in diameter – before that it won’t be quite
ready to share its sap, needing it all for itself. 

Once the temperatures during the night are not consistently below 0 and
the tree buds begin to swell, Maple season is coming to an end. 

MAPLE SEASON

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE



On our first tapping adventure, we

tapped one tree and collected sap

for around 3 days. Every day we

would empty the buckets and store

the collected sap in the fridge. Once

we  collected 3 liters of sap we

decided to boil.  Our goal was to

have just enough syrup for one

special Sunday morning breakfast.

We did it, and we had never before

poured our syrup so carefully! Make

it your goal to boil just enough syrup

to have one special Sunday morning

breakfast you will never forget. 

Choose a solid spot on the maple
tree stem that is approximately 3-
4 feet from the ground. 
Drill a hole about 3-5 cm deep
into the tree and insert a
collection spout. If you do not
have a spout, you could also use a
piece of pipe or tube. 
Place a bucket under the spout to
catch the sap.
Attach cover for bucket
Store collected sap at refrigerated  
temperatures; once cloudy, it
should no longer be used.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

After you have collected some sap,
give it a try! You will be surprised by
its sweetness. This sap is very rich in
minerals and nutrients and full of
beneficial bacteria to support your
gut. Many people use fresh sap as
their spring tonic, meaning it not only
boosts the trees for a good start, but
also the human body. Drink it
straight or add it to your smoothie. 

MATERIALS: INSTRUCTION

COLLECT SUGAR MAPLE SAP
Just for the wonder of it! 
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A drill (hand or electric)
Tapping spout (you can find
this at most hardware stores.
Alternatively, you could also
use a piece of pipe or tube,
diameter of 1- 1.5 cm)
Hammer
Pail with handle
A lid (this can be a makeshift
cover to keep dirt out) 



INGREDIENTS & SUPPLIES:

1. To make 1 part of maple syrup, you will need 40 parts of Sap. This
means, if you want to make 1 Litre of Maple Syrup, you will need 40
Litres of Maple sap. On a good day, a medium-sized tree will give
around 2-3 Litres of Sap. 

2. Place the sap in a shallow pan and bring it to a boil, but be careful
not to burn it. If you have any remaining sap that did not fit in the pan,
add it as the water in the sap evaporates. To encourage evaporation do
not use a lid. 

3. Skim the surface for foam and other materials as the sap boils. 

4. As the boiling bubbles get smaller, you are getting closer to your
syrup. To check for viscosity, pour a little syrup into a jar and place it in
the fridge for a few moments. Thickness looks good? You are good to
remove the pan from heat and...

5. Filter the hot maple syrup through wool, cheesecloth, or a coffee
filter to remove small dirt particles and sugar sand. This will also
improve the syrup's appearance. 

INSTRUCTION

MAPLE SYRUP

Depending on your operation,
you may set up a roasting
pan over a fire pit outdoors,
or, for small amounts, cook
indoors on your stove top. 
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NEXT STEPS
 

Just after Maple Tapping season has
finished off, Birch tapping starts. Birch is

known to be a wonderful spring tonic.
You can even buy it bottled at some

health food stores. Why not tap some
yourself?

 
 For more boiling fun: Boil maple syrup

with butter to make maple candy!
 

The tender young spring leaves contain a
rich array of phytochemicals and make a

great addition to any spring salad or
other foraged foods (pg.20)

MAPLE
MEDICINE

Just as the sap flowing in spring supplies energy for the new
buds, it can also help boost our bodies. As a spring cleanse, it
can strengthen the immune system, lower blood pressure, and
rheumatic pain and provide us with many minerals and
nutrients. 

1

2 Maple leaves are quite astringent and can be used as a poultice
in case of abscesses. 

Traditionally, the inner bark was made into a decoction and
used as a diuretic, expectorant and to nourish the blood.3



HARVESTING
GUIDELINES 

1 S H A R E  T H E  P L A N T S
Move like a herbivore, pick a
little here, a little there.
Never taking too much. It
should look as though you
were never there. Leave
enough for the animals,
pollinators, germinating
seedlings, and seeds

2 L E A V E  N O  T R A C E

Be a good steward, never
leave anything behind and
clean up any litter you may
find along the way.

3 P L A N T
I D E N T I F I C A T I O N

Always be 100% positive- get
your plant ID right. If you are
not sure, do not use it.

4 G E T  P E R M I S S I O N

When you are harvesting on
land that is not yours, always
make sure to ask permission
from the land owner.

5 W H A T  T O  A V O I D

Avoid roadside harvesting or
harvesting beside sprayed
fields. Also, check for frequent
pet traffic.

Ethical Wildcrafting is a term to describe ethical harvesting of
uncultivated plants for food or medicinal purposes. Ask for permission
from the plant, give thanks and harvest responsibly.

W H E N  T O  H A R V E S T  

Generally speaking, leaves are
harvested when they are at their
most vibrant stage, looking green
and lush. 

F L O W E R S

Flowers are harvested just as they
have opened.

R O O T S

Roots are harvested when the
energy of the plant has descended
into the earthy parts of the plant,
which is either in early spring or
late fall after the first frost. 

Harvest on a dry and sunny day,
after the morning dew has dried
off and while the sun is shining at
the fullest. Pick from fresh and
vibrant looking plants. 

L E A V E S

E T H I C A L  W I L D C R A F T I N G
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RECIPROCITY

1 B R I N G  N U T R I E N T S  
Bring along your dried leaves
unused from the previous
harvest. Spread them where
you harvest to return their
nutrients to the land.

2 B R I N G  W A T E R

The gift of water during a dry
spell may help a plant come
to fruit which might
otherwise dry out.

3 S P R E A D  S E E D S
Support the growth of native
plants, collect and spread their
seeds.

4 U S E  W H A T  Y O U  T A K E

Collect modestly, take only as
much as you can use, and be
sure to use all that you take.

G I V I N G  T H A N K S

A term to describe the act of giving
back so both, plants and humans
become mutual beneficiaries. In this
section you will find a variety of
ways of how to say 'thanks' to
plants and other non-human living
beings and our planet. 

We can never forget that we are
sharing this planet with a multitude
of incredible living organisms. Let's
remember to always treat these
with respect and reciprocity. 

There are many ways to give
thanks to the earth for the gifts
provided. Some Indigenous
cultures of North America give
thanks by leaving tobacco in a
place of harvest. As settlers to
this land, we encourage Ethical
Wildcrafting without
appropriating another's culture. It
is our mission to connect you to
your own family ancestry, rather
than adopting one that has been
historically abused and repressed.

R E C I P R O C I T Y
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While every month we share specific
examples on how to give back,
below you can find some ideas of
what reciprocity could look like. 
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CONTRIBUTOR

Drawing & Painting Botanicals: Connecting Creatively with Nature
Written by: Rebecca Fortin, Botanical Artist

I believe everyone has
creativity to express! I hope

that this information inspires
you follow your curiosity and
grab your favourite pencils,
paint – or even that random
crayon found in your couch –

and let loose your
imagination and allow nature

to fill you with awe and
wonderment! 

 

We can draw and paint botanicals for different reasons. For some, it’s about
creating in a quiet, meditative place — even if it’s just for 10 minutes. It could be
an enjoyable activity completed as a family on a Saturday afternoon. Or for some,
it might be a study tool to build knowledge about plants. Perhaps creating images
for an herbarium (a collection of plant images with scientific botany notes) or an
herbal also called materia medicas (a collection of therapeutic information about
medicinal plants). Among artists there is a lively discussion about what botanical
art is — and isn’t. Highly realistic portrayal of plants is commonly viewed as the
purest form of botanical art. For me, I prefer to leave space for all types of
creative expression inspired by flora. In my own view, botanical art comes down
to developing a personal relationship between you and the plant you are creating
with — if that be a stylized interpretation focusing on aesthetics or a complete
representation including all parts of the specimen. 

Whether you want to draw and paint plants for your mental health, for improving
your plant identification skills, or for the simple joy of it — I can guarantee you will
start noticing the complex features of plants that you may never have noticed
otherwise. Have you ever tried to count and then draw the number of seedheads
in a purple coneflower plant? There must be hundreds! The beautiful spiral of the
seeds so delicately arranged is mind-blowing! 

In the following, I describe some of my favourite approaches to drawing and
painting nature and botanicals. For subject matter in the accompanying images, I
chose a common spring wildflower: Coltsfoot (Tussilago farfara) — one of the first
flowers to come out in springtime. While each technique provides a very different
interpretation of Coltsfoot, all distills the delicate shapes and textures of the plant
to depict its beautiful essence.

*Learn more about Coltsfoot in the April Issue 



The goal of a contour drawing of a plant
or flower is not about achieving high
amount of representational accuracy –
but rather it is ‘getting to know’ the
specimen that you are drawing. It’s
about capturing the basic shapes,
movement and an essential feeling of
the plant.

I like to start most of my creation
processes with a contour drawing before
diving into a more detailed drawing or
sketching out ideas of how I want to
create a composition for a painting.
Contour drawings helps you think
differently, focusing your attention on
what you see rather what your brain
thinks you see.

CONTOUR DRAWINGS

In learning to draw botanicals — and
learning to draw in general — the art
student typically starts with contour
drawings. These drawings (or paintings)
are done quickly with simple lines, with
little or no shading. 

ABSTRACT: NON-OBJECTIVE 

According to Tate — a collection of
prominent galleries in the UK — the
definition of abstract art is, “an object,
figure or landscape, where forms have
been simplified or schematised.” The
purest form of abstract art is non-
objective (also called non-
representational or concrete art),
meaning the lines and shapes are
simplified to basic or gestural lines and
geometric shapes that hold no
resemblance to anything in the real
world. 

When creating non-objective abstract
art, try sitting with your tree, plant or
flower of choice while listening to your
favourite music. Or simply sit quietly
and listen to the sounds in nature.
Touch and smell the leaves. Taste its
fruit (if edible). 

Light a candle or perform a ritual that
gets you in touch with your spiritual or
emotional side. Then choose a colour —
any colour. Choose an art tool — any
tool. Paint or draw lines and shapes —
any lines and shapes. It doesn’t need to
make sense to you or the viewer. That’s
kind of the point. For non-objective art
it’s about creating patterns and colour
combinations in response to all your
senses — what you hear, touch, smell,
perhaps taste in addition to what you
see, and the emotions you feel in your
body.

(Left) Dancing Coltsfoot, 5-minute modified blind contour
drawing, ink pen on paper (Rebecca Fortin, 2023) 

Spring!, abstract painting & drawing — using gestural lines and
geometric shapes, watercolour paint and ink pen on

watercolour paper (Rebecca Fortin, 2023) 39



Or put the plants inside a glass or look
through a magnifying glass and draw what
you see.  Perhaps the plant inspires you to
create a new flower variety that doesn’t
even exist. Or create your own rendition of
a plant that might have lived among the
dinosaurs. The possibilities are endless! 

ABSTRACT: OBSERVATIONAL

With observational abstract art, the artist
creates images that are recognizable but
obscured or changed in some way from
what is exactly seen. When creating
observationally, for me, it’s about sitting
with the plant and experimenting with
different line and colour combinations. I
pay attention to the shape of the leaves
and the ways the foliage bend forwards
and backwards. But at the same time, I
am not obsessed with getting a truly
accurate representation. 

REALISM 
Botanical art as realism, sometimes called
hyper-realism, is achieving a botanically
accurate representation of one or more
plants. The artist observes the plant over
many hours, days — even weeks —
working to create an image that produces
a highly rendered, detailed image.
Traditionally artists would choose
graphite, colour pencils or watercolour.
Other techniques include pen and ink,
egg tempera, oils, printmaking, and more.
Often artists include multiple aspects of
the botanical down to the reproductive
organs, seedpods, roots, etc. The purpose
of these works is often scientific or
illustrative. We are continually learning
new things about plants and discovering
new plants that need to be described
visually. Although, this work can also be
done for the pure enjoyment of
observing botanicals with extreme focus. 

Let your imagination run wild: combine
the botanicals with made up figures, like
fairies. Or incorporate animals or other
natural elements, like rocks or water. 
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EN PLEIN AIR
While learning about different art
methods are helpful, in the end there are
absolutely no rules! Including where you
choose to create. For many, botanical art
will take us outdoors. En plein air is a
French art term that means painting (or
drawing) “in the open air”. It’s wonderful
to draw and paint botanicals out in nature
where plants are growing in gardens,
meadows and forests. All you need is a
sketchbook or paper with a clipboard,
some pencils, markers or pens. For
painting, it’s a bit more complicated – but
doable with a bit of planning.  

At your local art store, you can find smaller
canvas or watercolour pads. In a small bag
or backpack, bring along some brushes,
containers with lids (careful not to dump
out wastewater in nature, rather dispose
of carefully at home or
waste facility), and a few of your favourite
paint colours.  You don’t have to travel far
either. You could go to a local park and sit
on a bench or find a quiet patch of grass in
your neighbourhood. A resilient dandelion
growing between the cracks of the
sidewalk could be an awesome source of
inspiration! 

Coltsfoot Out To Play, abstract observational drawing - using
simplifyed shape and form, sharpie marker & coloured pencil

on paper (Rebecca Fortin, 2023) 
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Rebecca Fortin is a Canadian-born (b.
Stratford, Ontario) visual artist residing in
rural Whitby, Ontario. Influenced by her
childhood growing up on 3 working farms
in southwestern Ontario (Perth, Waterloo
and Huron-Bruce counties), she seeks to
foster a deep connection between people,
plants and nature through drawing,
painting, photography and other creative
processes. Her studio is located on 6-
acres of environmentally sensitive lands
situated in on the Greenbelt and Oak
Ridges Moraine. She creates living art by
growing, caring for and processing over 60
herbs and rehabilitating forested areas on
her property by planting indigenous and
endangered plants, flowers and trees.
Rebecca is a graduate of the Drawing &
Painting Program at the Haliburton School
of Art + Design. Selected exhibitions
include: the Pine Ridge Arts Council (Ajax,
ON) and RMG Exposed at the Robert
McLaughlin Gallery (Oshawa, ON). At RMG
Exposed in 2014, her photograph,
Foggiest Notion, was awarded top 10 live
auction finalist. Rebecca’s artworks can be
viewed online, or by scheduling a visit to
her  home studio and garden .
www.rebeccafortin.com 

Contributor of the Month: 
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   (Above) Colt in Springtime,
abstract observational

drawing - combining an
animal with botanicals, ink

pen & colour pencil on
paper (Rebecca Fortin, 2023)

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/a/abstract-art
http://www.rebeccafortin.com/


THANK YOU
 

A big thank you to all our contributors!

This month features the Jaggard family who
let us tag along on one of many sap
collection days.

Thank you also to our mentors and
teachers, especially Penelope Beaudrow
(theginkgotree.ca) for her time and support.
Thank you to our contributor of the month,
Rebecca Fortin 
www.rebeccafortin.com 

HOW TO RECEIVE YOUR CERTIFICATE:  
Submit twelve monthly reflections, within 
the first year of participation, to receive 
your certificate of completion and 
become a lifetime member of 
The Lion's Tooth family. 

Reflections are to be submitted
at the end of each month.
We accept words, pictures, 
drawings, and videos! 

Submission options: 
Website: log in to your 
www.thelionstooth.ca account.
Email: thelionstooth.ca@gmail.com

Each month we offer plenty of 
information and hands on learning. 
Please know that you are not expected 
to do everything your first time around.  
Our hope is that you keep your lessons close at
hand and try something new every year. 

Monthly Reflection
 

Tell us about your experience with this
month's plants and recipes?

What lessons and activities did you enjoy? 
Did you face any challenges along the way?

Show us some images from this month's
learning and activities.

What is something that you were not able
to get to this month, but hope to complete

in the future?

If you have kids, ask them to draw a
picture of their favourite activity

from this month.  

THE LION'S TOOTH
CERTIFICATE

http://www.rebeccafortin.com/
mailto:thelionstooth.ca@gmail.com
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Connect with us on
facebook and Instagram

@thelionstooth.ca 
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